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Season 15, Episode 3
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OVA 3: Reflection and Illusion



The New Prince of Tennis OVA vs Genius 10

The middle schoolers' battle against the first string's No. 11 through 20 continues with the lone court 3 player and the lone Middle schooler chosen for enhancement participating. Yukimura's opponent is No. 11 Fuwa. However, before the first shot Fuwa offers Yukimura a handicap and blindfolds himself. Fuwa demonstrates his skills, despite his lack of vision, but Yukimura shows no signs of giving up. He even challenges Fuwa, saying he doesn't need a handicap, leading Fuwa to take off his blindfold. Yukimura is completely shocked when his power seems to backfire on him as Fuwa reveals his eyes reflect everything, but is Yukimura about to lose, or is Fuwa imagining everything in his head? Meanwhile, Irie plays against No. 20 Akiba. Akiba calls Irie's theatrical style "cheap acting." Thrown into a rage by his words, Irie recalls his conversation with Atobe and remembers his previous match against Akiba.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
25 December 2014, 19:00
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